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ABSTRACT 

Present investigation works with the purpose of promoting yogic-activity programmers in 

educational institutions in particular and in society in general. The study will also provide 

practical value for teachers, physical education teachers and trainers of different games and 

sports in introducing better training programmers for developing physical fitness based on these 

facts. This study will also useful for bringing physiological development along with 

psychological features which have great importance for sociological development of an 

individual and also help to bring physical fitness. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the Indian philosophical tradition one goal has been pursued throughout from the ancient to 

modern times and that goal is the deliverance of the soul by means perfection. The Indian 

tradition adheres to the fact that it can be achieved through yoga. Yoga is one of the field that is 

very ancient in nature and tries to balance the health of human beings that may be related to 

dimensions like mental, physical, emotional and spiritual. This is one of the foremost and 

widespread practice in many countries but India it is prevailing and now it is becoming dominant 

in western countries too. ―Yoga‖ is a collection of every one consciousness and it should be in a 

state of super-conscious (P, 2012)  

YOGA  

योगश्चित्तवचत्तनिरोधःृ  - Yogascittavrittinirodhah ―Yoga is the restraint of the modification of 

the mind-stuff‖- This is shown in Sage which is related Patanjali which having sutra 1.2; the 

whole translation was performed by the Swami Vivekananda. The yoga reference has also been 

seen in various traditional times text like Bhagavad gita, Upanishads and Vedas etc. But the 

correct, cohesive and recognized framework has been mentioned and discussed by Patanjali and 

they have dictated a very orderly, organized and integrated philosophy and have stated that yoga 

teaching is one of the most effective, scientific and target-oriented. One of the aphorisms of 

Patanjali yoga have created the framework that maintain the core and spirit of yoga called ‗shad-
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darshana‘. This book contains one hundred and ninety-five aphorisms, all of these are very 

concise in nature and have brief phrases so that these can be easily memorized.    

It can said that significant work has been performed by making yoga sutras and this work is very 

pertinent for the practice and philosophy of yoga. These are also called Raj or Royal yoga‖ i.e. it 

stands for overall well-being of the humans. Yoga is primal practice for focusing, concentrating, 

breathing and postures that carries energy, tranquility, health and connect individual with 

oneself. In another language Sanskrit, yoga is named as ‗union‘ or ‗yoke‘ and it has been 

originated in 4500 BC. This can be performed and trailed by anyone regardless of gender (female 

& male) and age (children, old age, adults etc.). It is also often subjective in nature to collect 

evidence such that the overall well-being and health can be effectively authenticated (Yoga and 

mindfulness programs, 2018)  

YOGA HISTORY  

Yoga in Pre-Classical Era (BC belongs to 500 whereas Vedas belongs to 10,000) Initially, yoga 

mention was found in Vedas that were very much old like 10,000 years. The copy of Vedas that 

was discovered was about old to 7500 years, but people believe that phrases of Vedas were 

transferred in the form of orally to about 10000 years or even it can be much more. They are 

mainly the composition of culture, agriculture, mother nature, ethics, arts, mathematics, social 

sciences, Ayurveda, morality etc. They also consist of sacred chants, hymns, invocations and 

mantras.  

They have four parts namely Samhita, Upanishads, Brahman and Aranyaka. It was mentioned 

clearly that appearance of yoga was firstly seen in Upnishads and the goals were mind control, to 

get liberation and directing the senses. There exists four Vedas named as vajurveda, Rigveda, 

Atharvaveda and samveda. Nearly about more than 5000 years, the yoga traces were found that 

depicts a human pose of mediation.  

 

RAMAYANA  

The Lord Rama story that supposed to be a true and valid story, is very key story for the yoga 

science. There are a number of verses i.e. twenty-four thousand 24000 and the whole describes 

about the King Rama life highlights as well as the distress and pain that were faced by Ayoudhya 

king. But in tough times, king Rama maintains his tranquility and lived an honorable exemplary 

life without bargaining on the values and the right principles and values. Due to his righteous 

conduct, he was able to justify his responsibilities, tasks and duties for everyone and of course, 

his selfless and noble life made him remain happy and live, peaceful life. This one is practically 

real thought of yoga.   
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MAHABAHARATA  

One more extremely significant and accurate story that really contributes to the yoga science in 

an incredible way. This story also covers the aspects of Lord Krishna who himself is a proficient 

and skillful yogi and he was on earth about five thousand years ago. The Vyasa who was a sage 

has written this epic and impressive Mahabharata. This series is the longest and have consisted of 

two lakhs verse lines. The traditional and relevant portion of yoga is Bhagavad Gita and that is 

also the chunk and share of Mahabharata. Gita is mostly known by others terms like Psychology 

of yoga‖ and Science related to Life‖ and helps to provide solutions such that humans get rid of 

problems and this whole has motivated generations. The book of Gita has been looked by 

experts, intelligent humans, seers as one of the valuable and principled book for philosophy and 

wisdom. It is basically a conversation about the Lord Krishna and Arjuna where first one 

exemplifies ultimate and the other one illustrates the consciousness of human. The second one 

asks questions to the Lord about the problems he has been facing and he is in the distress mood 

and helpless conditions, then Lord has supported and told him about his life purpose, so that he 

should be able to live his life with satisfaction and harmony. The lord has explained about karma, 

jnana, dharma and bhakti.   

CLASSICAL YOGA-500 BC  

In 500BC, Patanjali has created the yoga in an systematic way and process of yogic. They have 

mentioned different sutras such that a proper channel or procedure for doing yoga can be made 

and they can contribute to emerging and expanding intellect, mind and life quality.  

Pranayama, Samadhi, Niyamas, Pratyahara, Asanas, Dharana, Dhyan, Yamas, were included in 

Hispath that is an kind of Ashtanga yoga. In sutras of yoga, there are four chapters and have 

Sanskrit lines of 196.   

POST- CLASSICAL YOGA-800 AD  

Shankaracharya – In 800AD, a guru of yoga that is known as trailblazing guru, triggered off 

again and reenergized the yoga culture and philosophy. He united a number of traditions of yoga, 

have tried to sort the variations that are linked with moral values and tried to put yoga science in 

a more extensive and general way.  

His commentaries on Bhagavad Gita Upanishads, Vedant philosophies, show very intense 

insights. He has given the concept of monks and Sannyasa that are very promising and vital for 

society.   
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MODERN TIMES1890’S  

In the late 19thcentury, west has also began to like yoga. In 1897 at Chicago, One of first guru, 

Swami Vivekananda has given a very powerful, fascinated and subjective lecture of yoga to a 

large spectators. He was inspired by the doings of Ramakrishna Paramhans, which is from India 

and stayed in Kolkata in India. Basically, swami was a real and expert monk that tries to promote 

yoga and people of west should also be motivated by the yogic ideology and he also described 

the yoga significance for humanity purposes. Every student was extremely motivated by his talks 

on yoga that are mostly linked with Karma, Nana, Bhakti and Ashtanga. Ramkrishna Mission 

was established by him and have tried to do the tasks that are noble in nature and keep alive the 

spirits of yoga and always eager in serving the society and individuals (History of yoga, 2018) 

TYPES OF YOGA  

Kundalini Yoga (KuYo): A yoga that is totally linked with consciousness. The energy that is 

spiritual and resting in nature and is present at our spine base. This type of energy exists in in 

every human. While performing KuYo, a very deep and delightful inner experience as well as 

our soul can be awaken with bright colors so that attainment of self-realization is there. 

Basically, KuYo is the energy that is related with psychic and it is a storehouse. This Shakti 

raises and unwinds ‗Sushumna‘ known as spine, and merges this with ‗Sahasrara‘ i.e. head top. 

It is basically to wake up the chakras or centers of psychic that are present in every human. It is 

top most form of spiritual state. 

Tantra yoga (TaYo) tries to stimulate Kundalini that is present at the spine base and TaYo 

targets in getting unity between Lord Shiva called crown chakra and center of energy. Well, with 

the constant and regular practice of TaYo, a state that is full of harmony can be achieved. 

Basically, TaYo is doing prayers, holy name chanting and performing various holy rituals.  

Laya yoga (LaYo): It is known for doing the meditation i.e. concentrate on the energy chakras 

or centers of energy. LaYo was established by Gorakshnatha who was a Sage that belongs to 

Nepal. Basically, there are 7 centers of energy, 2 are present in head and 5 are present in spine. 

Meditation is one of the major source to figure out these centers of energy and properly 

channelize them. LaYo looks to liquefy all patterns linked with Karmic and amalgamate into or 

join the transcendental reality. LaYo is the process of concentration that is deep natured and tries 

to demolish ego such that Turiya i.e. topmost consciousness state can be accomplished.  

Hatha Yoga (HaYo): A form that is based on different kinds of postures or you can say asana. 

In the word, ‗ha ‘stands for vital force that is linked with physical state and ‗tha ‘stands for force 

that is linked with mental state. It is a combination of these two states that rides our life. 
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Eventually, HaYo ignites the whole body and helps the mind to do more advanced practices and 

chakras.  

Mantra Yoga (MaYo): This term is also known as Tantra and it was originated was referenced 

in Vedic Sciences (VS), mostly told that any the ultimate salvation or union with supreme 

consciousness can be achieved by the chanting of the mantras and thus chanting the mantras 

become an important form of Yogic meditation in itself.   

Bhakti yoga (BhYo):BhYo is the purest form of faith that can be complete or fully devoted. 

This devotedness is basically in God, Guru, Lord or supremeness. To do BhYo, the essential part 

in performing BhYo, there should be bond of emotionality with the devotedness object. 

Generally, humans Mostly people quash the postures and emotionality that resulted in weird acts 

that can be physical or emotional. This BhYo tries to achieve inner self-purification in such way 

by releasing emotions that are suppressed by humans. By doing right meditation by practitioners 

for the devotedness faith reduces ego and saves the further harmful distractions, reduction in pain 

and increases love bond. By doing constant and regular practice of BhYo, practitioners lose its 

ego, identity and became one with devotedness object. This is the purest, unpolluted, and true 

form of self-realization.  

Karma Yoga (KaYo):KaYo is linked with ones ‘devotedness in work. While performing this, 

one loses its identity and ego such that at the end of the cycle only remaining part is self-less 

work. Mostly, for doing work, a lot of rewards, goals or money is associated. This is not the form 

of KaYo. To achieve KaYo, you will not be attached with the work and you must be attached to 

the Lord or consciousness that is supreme.   

Swara Yoga (SwYo): In Sanskrit, the meaning of Swara is note or it can be sound. In this, the 

nostril of humans has regular and nonstop flow of air. SwYo is basically efforts towards 

achieving realization of cosmic form by breath controlling and breath manipulation. SwYo is a 

process, remark or study that is related with breath i.e. controlling and manipulation. To do 

control of breath, the only source is Pranayama that tells a number of ways for that. In SwYo, 

breath is linked with moon, mental & physical state and sun etc. It is generally a broad and wide 

concept allied to breath.  

Jnana Yoga (JnYo): Converting awareness about intellect into intellect of practicality. JnYo is 

one of the oldest and old-fashioned method of meditation to have better and superior 

understanding of oneself.  Basically, it is an implied and inferred form of knowledge. It can be 

achieved with proper and constant meditation and helps in converting a man ‘s mind into an 

intellectual mind. This whole procedure helps in better self-realization and self-enquiry.   
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Kriya Yoga (KrYo):  Movement ‘or activity ‘allied with the consciousness is named KrYo. The 

practice that is prime or preliminary in nature and whose only motto is to unite with the Lord or 

you can consciousness that is supreme.  KrYo helps in creation of such activities such that there 

is arising of consciousness i.e. no limitation on the mind fluctuations.   

Raja Yoga (RaYo):RaYo is indicated in the sutras and a brief & proper system for yoga and has 

been referenced in Patanjali. In RaYo, eight phases or stages exist. Basically, it is an extensive 

and wide-ranging system of yoga that pacts in enhancement of personality and behavior of 

humans with ashtang yoga practice (Types of yoga, 2018).  

Ashtang yoga (AsYo): Another term for AsYo is ―RaYo‖ or ―yoga of the kings‖ or Samadhi‖ 

and it was basically promoted and spread by Vivekananda and this term exists in book called 

Yoga Sutra. (yoga sutras of Patanjali& Raja yoga, 2018).  

CONCLUSION  

In the Indian philosophical tradition one goal has been pursued throughout from the ancient to 

modern times and that is the liberation of the soul through perfection. The Indian tradition 

believes that it can be achieved through yoga.Yoga is one of the field that is very ancient in 

nature and tries to balance the health of human beings that may be related to dimensions like 

mental, physical, emotional and spiritual.This is one of the foremost and widespread practice in 

many countries but India it is prevailing and now it is becoming dominant in western countries 

too. ―Yoga‖ is a collection of every one consciousness and it should be in a state of super-

conscious Samadhi. (P, 2012)This is the kind of yoga system that sage Patanjali describes in his 

book Yoga Sutra. In the traditional era of Hindu philosophical, the most vital text in Patanjali is 

yogas sutras and it is also known as ―Raja yoga‖, ―Royal goal of yoga‖, ―Samadhi‖ and yoga 

of the kings but later on this term was most popular by the renowned person i.e. Vivekananda, 

the term is called ―Ashtanga yoga‖ (yoga sutras of Patanjali& Raja yoga, 2018).To enhance the 

QoL for individual’s humans, yoga is one of the best factor for this or it can be said that it is an 

adjunct therapy.One of the study has supported this by taking subjects of 135 seniors and they 

were put on either of these things for six months named walking, yoga or control group.The 

outcomes of this have enhanced QoL, fatigue, energy and mood when compared with the other 

groups.In the today ‘s world, on the college campuses, the young adults are put to many diverse 

and varied stimuli varieties and a number of examples exists and presented that when their 

attention is tested with the use of many experiments and it helps in figuring out the ways of 

enhancing it. 
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